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EMILY CRAIG, incoming Freshman Hearth Care Administration major, with parents Mary and John, chose
the University because she likes the campus and she has cousins that are students

32.5

Incoming freshmen
SOAR' into campus

percent of students with
smartphones update their social
networking sites several times a week

24.3

ByZadiKntpp
Reporter

percent of students with
smartphones update their social
networking sites every few hours

The University-sponsored "Falcon
SOAR" orientation program is officially underway. The program helps
guide incoming freshmen through
the high school-to-college transiUon.
Approximately 3,800 freshmen and
5,000 family members are expected
to attend one of the 16 orientation
programs scheduled for this summer, said Andy Alt Director of New
Student Orientation and First Year
Programs.
Short for "Student Orientation,
Advising and Registration," the program encourages students to interact
with each other, as well as upperclass students and faculty, in an effort
to get the freshmen ready for the
upcoming school year, Alt said.
Alt said he believes it's important to
stress the program isn't just another
event, but an important transition for
the freshmen.
"Orientation is a process, rather
than just an event," Alt said. "We try
to emphasize the college experience."
Incoming University freshman
Adelia Johnson enjoyed orientation
and said she's ready for her college
experience.
"I got to meet a lot of people today
(at orientation)," Johnson said. "I'm
looking forward to being around a
lot of people as opposed to the small
town I lived in."

4.6

percent of students with smartphones
update their social networking sites
several times an hour
What kind of updates would you kick off your
newsfeed? Tweet#logoff @The_BG_News
Social Networking Sites' mobile applications allow users to update more frequently
ByCarllEvllilnr
Reporter

College students with smartphones are more likely to be culprits of "over-tweeting," according
to a recent study on social media and smartphone usage.
A study by Dr. Louisa Ha, professor and chair of the Department of Telecommunications,
and Franklin Nii Yartey, of the School of Media and Communication, revealed students 18 to 25
years of age are the most active users of Social Networking Sites such as Facebook and Twitter.
Those who have more friends online, as well as a smartphone, are the ones likely to be the most
frequent self-broadcasters.
Dr. Ha and Yartey collected samples from 445 University students in an online survey and
invited students from 32 general education courses and three large lecture classes for a sample
compiled of varied ages and majors.
See STUDY | Page 9

Student remembered
for character, helpfulness
ByAl.xAluih.O
News Editor

Junior theater major, Hilary Mankin.
knew making it big in the acting
worid could take years of hardship
and if things didn't go as planned,
her advice was to "suck it up" and try
again.
Since she was 8 years old, it was
Hilary's dream to be an actress and
she wasn't going to let anything
change that, said Mitzi Mankin,
Hilary's mom.
"I would always ask her what plan
B was and she couldn't come up with
one," Mitzi said "She wanted to do
anything in that business."

i

Hilary
Mankin
Died May 16

Hilary, 20, a Vermillion, Ohio
native, died May 16, after becoming

in.
Although Hilary is gone, her ideals and character are remembered by
those she knew.
"I can still hear her voice saying
See MANKIN | Page 8

Excitement for the new experience
is common for many students Alt has
seen go through orientation, he said.
However, not all students share
this excitement.
"We see a lot of students that are
ready for the transit inn. but others
are nervous," he said. "In either case,
we foster that motivation or help
those nervous students feel more
comfortable."
Ryan Evarts, an orientation leader,
said he has noticed breaking the students into smaller groups gets everyone involved.
"We try to lead them into a lot of
icebreaker scenarios so everyone can
get a chance to talk," Evarts said.
Another focus of the orientation
leaders is expressing the importance
of the four pillars, the central theme
of this year's orientatioa Evarts said.
These pillars include academic success and career development, leadership and engagement, personal
relationships and fiscal relationships.
Alt said he believes that emphasizing these pillars is important to making students feel like the University is
their home.
"The four pillars, personal attention given to the students and the
number of people across campus
that are involved with orientation
really makes it feel like BGSU is there
to greet them and welcome them,"
Alt said

University demolishes building, plans to add lot
ByAUxAkMh.H
NewsEdtor

For more than 20 years, Campus
Minister and Rev. Bill Thompson
worked at the United Christian
Fellowship on Thursnh Avenue, counseling students and helping them get
involved in community service.
Now, the building, which stood
across the street from the sorority
houses and was constructed in 1963,
has recently been torn down by the
University and will be turned into a
parking lot after two years of vacancy.
Aaron Kane, manager of Parking
and Shuttle Services, said the new
parking lot will add an additional 65
spaces as an extension of Lot F on the
comer of Pike Street and Thurstin
Avenue.

1

Aaron Kane
Manager of
Parking and Shuttle
Services

The lot will be designated for faculty and staff, and should ease the
congestion in the commuter lot,
which is used as overflow, he said.
Steve Krakoff, vice president of
Capital Planning and Design, said
it will also accommodate parking
space needed for the buildings on
that side of campus.
"It's a good area for parking
because of the high activity in the
Union and Oaks," Krakoff said.
Even though the building has
been leveled, Thompson remembers
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Interactive blotter

BG adds nine to team

Family ties

Visit our site for a
map showing crime
@ trends throughout
the city

,Head track coach Lou Snelling
adds nine recruits to his
roster, capping this class at 20
incoming athletes | PAGE 6

Forum Editor Tara Keller
discusses her most
important role - older
sister | PAGE 4

the good times spent there.
"It had a lot of space," he said.
"During the holiday meals, you
could gather a lot of people together."
Thompson said he also enjoyed
the community of students involved
throughout the years and how their
awareness of people in need grew
when they participated in various
programs.
All together, there would be a few
hundred students involved in different programs throughout the year,
Thompson said.
However, in the early 2000s, the
funds began to dry up from the fellowship's supporting organizations
and they had to move to a smaller
See PARKING I
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The Clazel is simply the best place
to hold your next special event
or fundraiser
|

For more information go to:
clazel.net * faceliook.com/clazel
5:29 A.M.
Complainant reported
that two males stole
several items from his
vehicle within the 100
blcok of N. Enterprise St.
Stolen from the vehicle
were and Alpine "head
unit', an iPod. two subwoofers, a subwoofer
box, an amplifier and
loose change valued at a
total of $1,100.

BLOTTER
FRI., JUNE 8
9:43 A.M.
Complainant reported
storefront door broken in
within the 1000 block of
N Main St.
10:17 A.M.
Complainant reported
that sometime overnight
someone stole a container
of garden tools within the
100 block of S. College
Drive. The tools were valued at S50.

12:08 P.M.
Complainant reported
that sometime after midnight, someone entered
his vehicle with tools and
stole a stereo, amplifiers
and two speakers within
the 800 block of Fourth
St.

11:28 A.M.
Complainant reported
that sometime in the past
week an unknown person
entered a residence and
stole money and jewelry
from a safe within the 1100
block of Raven Drive.

12:13 P.M.
A vehicle drove off without paying for $20.15 in
gas within the 1000 block
of N. Main St.

2:03 P.M.
Complainant reported
an iPod Touch stolen
from an unlocked vehicle
within the 200 block of N.
Enterprise St.

12:27 P.M.
Complainant reported
that sometime after 11
p.m. Friday night, an
unknown person entered
a locked vehicle and
stole a pair of Nike tennis
shoes and an iPod Nano
within the 700 block of S.
College Drive, The items
were valued at a total of
$160.

SAT., JUNE 9
12:31 A.M.
Justin Van Herwaadren,
27, of Bowling Green, was
cited for operating a vehicle impaired and failure to
maintain reasonable control within the 1000 block
of N. Main St.

12:43 P.M.
Complainant reported
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that sometime overnight
and unknown subject
damaged both outside
mirrors of a vehicle within
the 100 block of S. Main
St. The estimated damage
is $200.
11:23 P.M.
Austin M. Wilhelm. 19.
of Fremont. Ohio, was
cited for open container
and underage possession
of alcohol within the 200
block of N. Main St.

SUN., JUNE 10
1:25 A.M.
Lucas E. Hartman, 36. of
Custar. Ohio, was cited
for disorderly conduct/urinating in public within the
200 block of N. Main St.
2:58 A.M.
Derik James Lochotzki.
20. of Fremont, Ohio, was
cited for operating a vehicle impaired and turn and
stop signals near Georgia
and South Prospect
streets.
7:07 A.M.
Complainant reported
that sometime after 6 p.m.
Saturday, and unknown
person entered her
unlocked vehicle and stole
a wallet containing a social
security card, drivers
license and several credit
card within the 200 block
of Frazee Ave.

11:14 A.M.
Complainant reported
that an unknown subject
messed with a screen on
the side of a house with
a screw driver within the
1000 block of W Poe
Road.
11:58 A.M.
Complainant reported
that sometime during the
night, and unknown person damaged a vehicle.
leaving scuff marks on the
back passenger side door
within the 1000 block of
S. Main St. The estimated
damage is $100.
3:43 P.M.
Complainant reported
that an unknown person
broke into a locked vehicle
and stole a stereo, amplifier and speaker box within
the 400 block of Thurstin
Ave. The items were valued at a total of $575.

18& Up * 21 &over FRtt
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel
Complainant reported that
the back passenger window
of a vehicle was broken out
within the 400 block of S.
Summit St. The dashboard
was damaged and the CD
player was ripped out.

window and stole items
from a vehicle within the
300 block of Palmer Ace
The estimated damage is
$200

11:00 A.M.
Complainant reported
sometime after 9 p.m.
Saturday, someone
entered her vehicle and
stole a CD player and
change within the 700
block of N. Enterprise St.

DJ MANNY

itxs^
-»**

7:37 A.M.
Complainant reported her
Huntington Bank debit card 1:44 P.M.
being used three times at a Complainant reported a
red Schwinn Cruiser bicyDays Inn in Toledo.
cle was stolen within the
200 block of S. Summit St.
8:14 A.M.
Complainant reported
that sometime during the
night, an unknown person
broke into a vehicle and
stole a laptop within the
400 block of S. Prospect
St. The laptop was valued
at $1,000.

6:19 P.M.
Complainants reported
burglary within the 300
block of Palmer Ave.

k

ONLINE: Go (o bgnews com for the
complete blotter list.

10:41A.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the night,
an unknown person entered
an unlocked vehicle within
the 200 block of Lehman
We want to correct all factual
Ave. Nothing was taken.
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
1:29 P.M.
419-372-6966.

CORRECTION
POLICY

James R. Weinandy
Bankruptcy Attorney
• Experienced
• Free initial consultation
• Payment plans considered

MON., JUNE 11
5:09 A.M.
Complainant reported
that sometime during the
night an unknown subject
broke out the passenger

I help people file for bankruptcy. I am a debt relief agency.

419-354-1244
441 Frazee Ave. Bowling Green

These Bowling Green
businesses welcome
all new students and
their parents!
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WHAT'S ON THE HORIZON:

Video game companies
announce new projects at E3
By Nathan Elakonich
Reporter

^ICHANGIN

The biggest names in the video game industry
announced and demonstrated some of their key
projects that are currently in development at the
Electronic Entertainment Expo, also known as E3,
this past week.
E3, which took place at the L.A. Convention
Center in Los Angeles, provided insight into
what major companies, such as Sony, Microsoft
and Nintendo, have in development as the
gaming industry evolves and users call for new
experiences.
It also provided an opportunity for game developers such as Naughty Dog, the creative minds
behind the hit PlayStation series, Uncharted, or
343 Industries, the studio creating the fourth
installment to the Halo franchise, to showcase
what new games are currently in development.
Throughout the week, press conferences hosted by the major companies, as well as the game
developers, demonstrated and highlighted key
projects that each are currently working on. The
conferences of E3 were limited to media personnel
only, but others could still view them via live streaming online, on cable television channels, such as G4TV
and Spike TV, or through their PlayStation 3 or Xbox 360
system.
"This is the Super Bowl for those of us that live and die in
the gaming industry," said President and CEO of Sony Computer
Entertainment America Jack Tretton about E3 at the beginning of the
Sony press conference.
Tretton spoke about the PlayStation 3 and PlayStation Vita gaming consoles and the future of both, with the Sony Wonderbook
on the PS3 and the cross-platform connectivity between PS3 and
Vita consoles, however, no price drops or major changes to either
console were announced at the event.
The most talked about game demonstration came from Sony's
first-party developer, Naughty Dog's "The Last of Us." This survival action-adventure game follows characters Joel and Ellie as
they fight through a world destroyed by a fungus. While the main
story of the game has not been released, the gruesome gameplay
that was shown during the conference received applause from
the audience and a Best of E3 2012 Editors' Choice Award from
GameSpot.com along with a Best PS3 Game Award from the
edltorsatIGN.com.
•*»*-■•■
During the Microsoft conference, Corporate Vice President
of Xbox Live, Marc Whitten unveiled what he deemed "a
breakthrough in entertainment" called Microsoft SmartGlass.
SmartGlass enables users to interact between their smartphones, tablet devices and Xbox 360 while watching movies,
television or while playing video games.
"With Xbox SmartGlass, we're opening new doors for producers, artists and creators to develop far more than just single
screen TV experiences," Whitten said. "Now for the first time,
they can create multi-screen entertainment that makes
movies, music and TV more amazing."
In what was expected to be a year of big reveals, in
terms of new consoles from Sony and Microsoft,
Nintendo was the only one of the three companies to discuss its new console, the Wii U,
at the event.
The Wii U is the first to integrate a controller with an
interactive screen built in
to it. This system was
the centerpiece for
Nintendo's conference
and
showcased
Tweet #gamechanging @The_BG_News
with your thoughts about E3 and the innovations unveiled

games
that

Local DJ wins best in world

God of War:
Ascention SCE Studios
Santa Monica
March 13, 2013

Black
Ops 2Treyarch
November 13

Tomb Raider Crystal
Dynamics
March 5, 2013

will be available to play when the console is released.
Blockbuster games such as "Batman Arkham City
Armored Edition," "Mass Effect 3" and the newly
announced "Pikmin 3" will be available on the release
day of the Wii U or shortly afterwards.
University senior lacob Brown, president of the Bowling
Green Gaming Society, said he could see the Gaming
Society buying a Wii U simply for the party aspect.
"It really depends on the price point. I think if the
system is really more that $300 I'd have to wait for it to
drop to that point," Brown said.
While a definitive price and date for the release of
the Wii U was not announced at the Nintendo press
conference, President and Chief Operating Officer
of Nintendo North America, Reggie Fils-Aime said at
the event that the console will be released during the
holiday season of this year.
Brown also said in terms of this year's show he and
his friends largely agreed the show was underwhelming.
"There was a lot of content that looks cool, but nothing that blew us away," Brown said.
-

Pulse Editor

The number one DJ in the world spins
at (:i a-Zel Theatre every Friday night
Manny Marcelo, also known as
DJ Manny, earned first place for the
beat matching D) spin-off at the
Winter Music Conference in Miami
in March. He beat thousands of
other DJs from all different parts of
the world to take the title (if number
oneDJ.
Manny said more than 1000 DJs
submitted demos to participate in the
battle of the DJs, but 30 were selected
to participate in the spin-off where
each DJ gets five minutes to do his or
her best set Submissions come from
DJs all across the United States and
other countries as well like Japan and
the United Kingdom.
According to wintermusiccon-

frence.com, the 27th Annual Winter
Music Conference DJ Spin-Off took
place across two days because of the
exponential growth and success of
the event.
"There's really only two big conferences f or DJs," Manny said "I'm
happy that I won and I got to meet a
lot of cool people and make connections with the judges and other DJs
so I can make guest appearances all
around the country."
This was not Manny's first spin at
the Winter Music Conference's turntables. Manny participated in the DJ
spin-off in 2011 and earned second
place and decided to return in March
2012 to try again.
With his win this time around,
Manny won about $3,000 in prizes,
SeeDJ|Paga5

Writer Ray Bradbury died June 5 at_
age 91. Bradbury wrote Fahrenheit 451,"
"The Martian Chronicles" and "Something
Wicked This Way Comes."

Assassins
Creed 3 Ubisoft
October 30
rfafnmwwwjgnwm

Wonderbook
An interactive book that uses augmented reality technology
and PlayStatnn Mew to make a physical book for users. Sony
announced at E 3 that Wondabook wii fist feature a book
based on the Harry fttter world "Book of Spek."
Wonderbook w* be liable for 159.99.
njfc^omabguspfaystatmcom

Food awareness can dominate, if we let it

DJ Manny takes first at Winter Music Conference
By Erin Cox

Halo 4 345 Industries
November 6

AMANDA McGWRE
RZKZNEK
FOODCOUJMNIST

Fast food dominates American food
culture. This sad fact perplexes
me daily.
We're all aware that a QuarterPounder with cheese has more calories than a salad of field greens and
fresh vegetables served with homemade vinaigrette, but we still choose
to swing by the golden arches for a
"value meal"
What does "value" mean,
though? Under-paid employees?
Concentrated Animal Feeding
Operations that have destroyed
thousands of acres of once-viable
farmland? An over-reliance on
genetically modified foods with little
to no nutrition?

Personally, I don't see the value
in these things. I just see disgruntled workers, fear meat and a litany of medical bills and expensive
prescriptions.
I'm guilty of loving fast food. My
last meal would be a burger and fries.
I grew up with McDonald's; my first
Big Mac will forever be one of my
most cherished food memories. I
survived on Wendy's through undergrad and had many fourth meals at
Taco Bell during graduate school.
But in 2007, after reading "Fast
Food Nation," I stopped eating fast
food. That decision changed my life.
1 had more energy, started working
out more, lost weight slept better,
discovered a love of cooking and
saved money. That doesn't mean 1
don't crave a burger and crispy fries
on an almost weekly basis, but I've
learned how to fulfill that craving
in a healthy way by making burgers at home with grass-fed beef or

Former Fleetwood Mac guitarist and
singer Bob Welch was found dead in his
home Thursday June 7. He was 66.

pasture-raised turkey. Also, I don't
feel guilty or beat myself up when
I go to Reverend's in downtown
Bowling Green once a month for a
Double-Wide with extra pickles and
regular fries or make the trip out to
Burger Bar 149 in Toledo for a Short
Stuff burger. By not eating fast food
several times a week, I can afford to!
indulge in a quality burger and tries,
and I truly enjoy my meal because
it's a special treat
I admit freely, I do eat Chipotle,
which is technically fast food.
However, because Chipotle uses
humanely raised animals, supports
local produce and graciously accommodates those with food allergies,
1 don't feel any guilt eating there —j
every once in a while. The trick is
moderation and self-control. There
are plenty of nights I don't feel like
See FOOD | Page 5

Miley Cyrus. 19, anil i
Hemsworth, 22, annouj
engagement. The co
together for about;
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Whatadvicewouldyougivetofresh,\menr

Take responsibilities as older sibling seriously, help walk younger ones into next stages of life
M
M<

TWA KELLER
fOKUM EDITOR

My little sister, Megan, graduated from high school Friday.
She'd been looking forward
to this moment for a long
time. So had I.
The next chapter of her life
was about to begin.
After the beautiful ceremony, she and I walked to
my car together. On the way,
we crossed this spectacular
threshold in the middle of the
college where the ceremony
was hosted.
The threshold to me symbolized the beginning of the
end. It symbolized the door
she was about to open into
adulthood.
Talk about a photo op.
1 instructed my mother,
who was walking behind us,
figuratively and literally, to
take a picture of us crossing

through the walkway.
I felt older and wiser, so I
grabbed her arm and pointed
to her future.
"There's a whole big world
out there," I said in my big
older sister voice.
"Get off me, I'm hungry,"
Megan huffed.
She'd appreciate it one day.
The point of my anecdote
is my absolute jealously of
her, and how, as older sister,
1 need to be there for her.
Here she is, 18, and ready to
begin her life. She gets to go
to college and experience her
freshman year.
Mine was spent in tears,
hers, I'm sure, will be spent
with laughter.
Two years ago, when I was
in her shoes, 1 didn't have anyone grabbing my arm after
graduation for a staged picture; 1 had myself.
My parents, of course, told
me about their college days,
but universities in the late
80s and early 90s were very

different than today's.
I wanted someone to tell
me I'd be okay, to tell me that
these next four years were
going to be great.
Even if 1 didn't choose college as the path for me, I'd still
want someone to tell me that
the workforce was the right
decision. I'd make money and
setde down and be happy.
Up until two years ago, I
loved being the oldest child.
No one bossed me around. I
had the most responsibility,
and I was in the loop.
But right then, when the
caps were thrown into the
air and my gown was getting
itchy, I wanted someone older.
I wanted an older brother or
sister to tell me it'd all be okay.
I'd like to think I did that for
Megan. Maybe she was thinking about her stomach rather
than my words, but I know
she heard them.
If you're an older sibling,
take care of your younger
ones. Take them by the

hand and let them know
you're there.
Stop the teasing and the
bickering for a moment and
take care of them.
They need you. You're the
older one for a reason.
Kid brother or sister? Don't
sweat it Yeah, older sisters
are bossy and yell entirely too
much at you.
They do it out of love.
After graduation, or your
wedding, or even earning
your first speeding ticket,
know that they'll be there
for you.
Siblings fight like it's a competition. Most of the time it is.
But know they give you a hard
time because they care.
Your brothers and sisters
were your first friends. Treat
them right, and you'll have
many more photo ops in the
future-staged or not.

Respond to Tarn at
thenews@bgnews.com

PHOTO PROVIDED
TARA TAKES her sister aside after graduation lor a photo to symbolize a new start

Don't let rainy days, Mondays get you down

EMILY GORDON I IHEBGNiWS
VISITORS can watch cannon demonstrations on special days The demonstrators wear penod costumes and uniforms.

Visit Fort Meigs to learn about local history

When you live near historic
battlefields your whole life,
they're easy to overlook.
Especially when they're
not as famous as sites like
Gettysburg or Antietam,
but that doesn't mean they
should be treated as mere
footnotes in America's young
history.
Fort Meigs, which overlooks the Maumee River in
Perrysburg, Ohio, was a strategically placed fortification
during the War of 1812.
General William Henry
Harrison, who would go on to
become our ninth president,
established the fort to protect
the Northwest Territory from
British invasion.
The British, under General
Henry Procter, and their

Native American allies, led
byShawneeChiefTecumseh,
would besiege the fort twice,
but unsuccessfully.
American soldiers were
able to hold the fort, and
British and Native American
forces eventually retreated
toGanada.
Fort Meigs was the first
American success after a
long losing streak of battles
including Fort Mackinac,
Fort Detroit, Fort Dearborn
and the Battle of the River
Raisin.
The American victory
at Fort Meigs was seen as
the "first major setback"
for the British, according
to the Fort Meigs Museum
and Visitor Center. It even
goes so far as to say the victory "turned the tide of the
War of 1812."
General Harrison would
later return to Perrysburg
and to Fort Meigs in 1840 as

a candidate for President,
rallying for support on the
battlefield.
Those who live in
Maumee and Perrysburg
at least know that a battle
was fought here, thanks to
all the reenactments and
special events that are
held during various parts

'turned the tide'
of the War
of 1812."
of the year.
But few could describe
what really happened if
asked.
I always wondered why
school districts in the area
didn't include the local history
See EMILY | Page 7

MEAGAN SMITH. WEB EDITOR

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 572-6966
Email: thenews@bgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgnews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606
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CHRISTINE K0HLER. DESIGN EDITOR
MOLLY MCFADDIN, PHOTO EDITOR
MICHELEWYSOCKI, SPORTS EDITOR
TARA KELLER, FORUM EDITOR

As far as Mondays go, I
always enjoy the beginning of the week.
It's a fresh start that
allows me to plan my
week and accomplish my
goals.
There are certainly

"There are
certainly pros
and cons
to everything..."
pros and cons to everything, but the key to succeeding is to focus on
the pros while taking
precautions for the cons.
Rain is fairly simple,
because you can watch the
See BOBBY | Page 7

Author Bradbury's death inspires will to write

"..the victory

ALEX ALUSHEFF. NEWS EDITOR

DANAE KING, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

I woke up this morning to
the sound of a giant waterfall outside my house.
Naturally, this turned
out to be rain, which
has yet to let up as I am
typing this.
Popular culture tends
to portray rain as something gloomy that puts
a damper on many people's moods.
For some reason, however, I've not been one
to let rainy days and
Mondays get me down.
This is because it's
always good to try and
find the positives about
all of your situations,

even if you're not particularly looking forward
to them.
Rain is a great example,
because it can be inconvenient when you're
walking outside and it
soaks your clothing, and
it can even be dangerous
when you're driving.
But I love it.
The 10 minutes outside
before a rainstorm feel
fantastic, especially with
the breeze and sudden
shade.
The gray sky also
brings out the green in
the surrounding trees,
and the rain itself gives
my lawn a much-needed drink, which means
I can finally mow it (a
job I take great pleasure in, to some people's
astonishment).

Last week, as I was
writing a story for my
internship, my supervisor
came into the room and
said," Did you hear the
bad news?"
My first thought was,
"Oh crap, what did I do?"
My supervisor informed
me Ray Bradbury, author
of "Fahrenheit 451" and
"The Martian Chronicles,"

had died.
As science fiction enthusiasts and nerds, we were
both saddened that a great
writer had passed.
I Googled him and
found he had written 27
novels and more than
600 short stories in his 91
years of life.
As an aspiring author
myself, 1 have no novels
or short stories under my
belt, aside from articles
The BG News.
"Fahrenheit 451" was the
first book I was required
to read in high school that
I actually enjoyed and

"The Martian Chronicles"
was the book that got me
interested in writing science fiction (even though
he categorizes it as fantasy) ever since I picked it
up in a secondhand book
store last summer.
The first time I realized
I wanted to be a writer
was around age 7 when
I wrote a zombie story
inspired by the video
game Resident Evil.
Of course, it was horribly misspelled and
See ALEX | Page 7
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Television Critic
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While the five major broadcasters, like CBS and ABC, dominate the fall and spring TV seasons, summer TV is fueled by
an array of cable networks.
As an effort to keep fueling those summer ratings,
the heavily-promoted dance
dramedy. "Bunheads," strutted
onto ABC Family this Monday,
along with a free download of
the episode offered on iTunes.
Surely mentioning "iTunes"
twice in the pilot made that
decision easy for Apple.
ABC Family's demographic
consists of emotional teenage
girls who are easily sucked into
weirdly bizarre, yet parentapproved storylines, (like "The
Secret life of the American
Teenager," "Pretty UtUe Liars")
and "Bunheads" dances directly into this category of afterschool specials.
Fortunately, a performance
by Broadway star Sutton Foster
does the impossible: brings
decent - and sometimes great
- acting to ABC Family, something the network hasn't seen
since "7th Heaven" reruns. (And
come on, that's not hard to top.)
Foster plays Michelle, a Las
Vegas showgirl, who impulsively marries a stalker fan after
she is ignored at an audition
for "Chicago." The day after the
wedding, her husband whisks
her off to his quiet city called |
"Paradise" where she meets
four wannabe Bunheads (or
ballet dancers, in layman's
terms) who are conveniently
taught by her new, worse-thanmenopausal, mother-in-law,
with whom her husband shares
a home.
All right, take a breath.
If that clunky premise
doesn't scream "ABC Family,"
I don't know what does. The
story is somehow bizarre, yet
full of cliches.
Still, the potential heart of
the show lies within one simple storyline: Michelle and the
Bunheads. I've never been a
fen of dancing, but when Foster
finally dances with the young
girls, it's apparent what the
casting directors saw: charisma, passion and perhaps most
importantly, chemistry.
She's also pretty funny. Of
course, it's nothing that's going
to land her at the Emmys. But
that's not her fault. Though
some of her jokes are flat (i.e.
"Where's the nearest movie
theatre in this town?"), the
good ones are carried with an
attitude that can warrant actual
laughs (i.e. "It's not 'no' because
you're so young and hot. It's 'no'
because you're starting to look
like an IHOP cashier.")
The core of the show is
solid. It's fun watching the
partier teacher work with the
sophisticated teenagers. But,
what worked in "School of
Rock" might not be enough
to save Foster and her potential Bunheads from the curse
of ABC Family unwarranted
cheesiness.

"Franklin and Bash" premiered lune 5 on TNT for its
second season and it started
with what audiences fell in
love with in season one: an
unconditional bromance.
Jared Franklin, played by
Breckin Meyer ("Garfield"),
and Peter Bash, played by
Mark-Paul Gosselaar ("Saved
by the Bell"), have the best
bromance and it makes for
great summer television.
The season opened with
Franklin holding his breath in
a water tank and Bash frantically trying to save him by
opening the locked tank. Of
course, all of this was happening inside the courtroom
where the two lawyers use the
quirkiest means possible to
win a trial.
Bash acts as the ladies' man
(inside and outside the courtroom) and Franklin makes
fun of him.
The two friends are just
plain funny and the light,
carefree humor is perfect for a
relaxing Tuesday night in the
summer.
This season, the two lawyers have been offered a partnership at the law firm Infeld
Daniels, but not everyone is
happy with this decision.
I'm excited to see if Franklin
and Bash will manage to keep
their partnership all season or \
if the other lawyers, who don't I
like them, will force them out |
of the firm.
I was happy to finally !
get more background on i
Franklin and Bash's friend
Pindar, who has a phobia of
everything, so it seems. The
first episode of the season
actually gave audiences some
insight into when and how
his phobia mania started.
I was a little confused
because it has been a whole
year since "Franklin and
Bash" last aired, and there
were some details that I don't
remember ever happening.
Hanna Linden, a lawyer
at Infeld Daniels, actually
liked Franklin and Bash last
I remember during last season, but now, in the new season, she is plotting to get them
kicked out of the firm.
Also, Stanton Infeld, played
by Malcolm McDowell, was
one of the funniest characters
last season, yet he started off
this season as a serious, boring
lawyer. This is definitely not
the Infeld I remember.
"Franklin and
Bash"
became my favorite summer television series last year
because of its lighthearted
humor and the hint of legal
drama and that is exactly
how the season two premiere
opened the show. However, I
hope Infeld gets back to his
roots of making audiences
laugh and the storyline goes
back and answers some
questions of what happened
during the gap to make this
season even better.

"Batman: Arkham City —
Harley Quinn's Revenge" is
a new downloadable content package for the original "Batman: Arkham City"
video game released October
18,2011.
"Harley Quinn's Revenge"
takes place shorty after the
events of "Arkham City." The
Joker's lover, Harley Quinn,
mourning the death of her
"puddin", vows to take back
Arkham City and finally bring
down Batman and his "Boy
Wonder" Robin.
The downloadable content
is about two to three hours
long and features the same
great combat, characters
and atmosphere that made
"Batman: Arkham City" such
a hit.
The best part about the new
content is players finally have
the opportunity to play as
Robin, an option that was not
available in the original game.
The downloadable content
is overall a great new experience in the world of Batman.
However, while I had a lot of
fun going back to the world of
Batman, I felt as if this downloable content was acceptable
for what it was, more of a good
thing. But for $10,1 don't think
it delivered a long enough
experience to make my purchase feel justified. When it
ended I felt as if I wanted more
for my money.
If Rocksteady plans on
releasing more downloadable
content similar to this, I'm all
for it. But unless they drop the
price, or at least extend the
gaineplay time more, I don't
think it's worth the $10.
For a full review of "Batman:
Arkham City" visit the
BGNews.com's Entertainment
Media Reviews page.

Check
lii
online
at www.bgnews.com

for Zach Knapp's
review of Bonnaroo
Music and Arts
Festival and Nathan
Elekonich's review of
"Prometheus.
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67. Plant a garden. Pull some weeds, dig in the dirt and spend your day out under the sun.
66. Start a water balloon fight with your neighbors - you may want to let them know you're
having one before you throw a water balloon unexpectedly.
65. Take a trip to the Toledo Zoo and see all the cute, and maybe not so cute, animals.
64. Choose a day to leave your cell phone off and at home. We used to live without being digitally connected every minute of our lives, so we can be that way again for just a fftf
6J. Get together with some friends and tie-dye. Brightly colored tie-dyed shirts are perfect for
your summer wardrobe.
62. Learn some words in a different language. Learning doesn't have to always be associated
with the school year, you can spend some time during the summer too to become a more rounded
person.
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DJ MANNY won a DJ spin-off competition in Miami. Florida. He spins at Cla-Zel Theatre every Friday with Club KISS 92.5.

DJ
From Page 5

including D) software and
equipment.
"It was very rewarding,"
Manny said. "I put a lot of
hours into it to prepare so it's
nice to have the hard work
payoff."
Manny graduated from the
University with a computer
science degree and said it's
helped him in his work as a
DJ just by being familiar with
computers and using the software he needs.

FOOD
From Page 3

making dinner. What draws
me to the kitchen, though, is
the drive to live a healthy life
and provide one for my family. It's easier to give in to fast
food than cooking, but isn't it
sometimes true that the easiest path isn't the best one?
After giving up fast food,
my palate changed. I started
craving vegetables more and
salty, fatty foods less. I also
found that cooking brought
my husband and I closer
together—in the kitchen and
at the table. There's a sense
of accomplishment and pride
when sitting down to a simple
meal of roasted chicken and
vegetables that a meal out of
paper box or bag just can't
deliver. Even more so, cooking has improved my math
skills and my ability to guesstimate measurements and be
spot-on. In the kitchen, I feel
calm, centered, happy and
am willing to see the reward
in failure (next time I'll weigh
the flour or whisk the sauce
more consistently).

Recent University graduate
Kate Spuriock said she had no
idea Manny had won an international DJ battle.
"It's awesome that someone
that good comes to BG every
week," Spuriock said.
Director of Marketing for
Cla-Zel Entertainment Banan
Alkilani said Manny has been
a part of their team for a while
now and he always does a
great job.
"It's good to have a person
with such a diverse style,"
Alkiln.ii said. "He reads the
crowd and sees what they're
responding to and then plays

what they want to hear."
Spuriock also thought
Manny responded well to
the crowd.
"I le always keeps everyone
interested with the music he
plays," Spuriock said, i always
enjoy his style."
Right now Manny said he
plans on staying in the Toledo
area because all his family lives in the area. He will
continue his DJ gig at Cla-Zel
every Friday unless he has an
occasional guest appearance
in another city.
"DJ-ing is my passion: it's
my instrument," Manny said.

If we're interested in creating a healthier nation. I wonder what would happen if all
of us limited our fast food
intake to one meal a weekWould the fast food industry
take a hint and make an effort
to offer lighter, more nutritious meals? Would we feel
more connected to our bodies, to each other, to nature
and to the instinctive cycle of
life? Could it be possible that
we develop a new food culture, one in which plant-based
diets are popular, home-preservation and canning are hab its and we all tried to make
good food accessible to every
single person, regardless of
social and economic statuses?
The problem with fast food
isn't the calories from fat or
the outrageous sugar levels; the problem is it creates
a disconnect from what food
really is, what it looks like and
how it should be consumed.
Our bodies need food for fuel;
it only makes sense that a
healthy diet keeps us healthy.
Understanding that meat
comes from once-lrving animals rather than factories and
that vegetables come from

gardens rather than science
labs, can help us appreciate
the food chain and honor
what we've been given with
care and consciousness.
Eating slowly at a table builds
meaningful relationships and
cultivates an awareness of the
present moment; it's okay to
take a break from work and
technology to enjoy each
other and linger over a very
satisfying (in a physical and
spiritual sense) meal.
Plenty of cookbooks offer
quick, healthy recipes; we
just need to read and turn
the pages. Plenty of innovative community members
are planting neighborhood
and urban gardens to make
good food accessible to all.
During the summer months,
some food banks are happy
to accept the overabundance
of squash, tomatoes and anything else fresh they can work
with. Together, we can make
a difference; some cliches are
just the truth, pure and simple.
I don't know what the future
of food looks like but I know
it can be much brighter than
a pair of golden arches lit
against an evening sky.

I cannot express enough the deep
heartfelt gratitude I have for the faculty,
staff and students of BGSU. Thank you
so much for your generosity, sympathy
and kindness. Hilary was most precious
to me and her untimely death will be an
open wound in my heart for the rest of
my life. Most of all, I want to thank you
for the love and support you all gave
her for the brief time she was yours. I
especially want to thank the Arts Village,
Theta Alpha Phi, Joe & the RA family, the
Theater and Drama Department, the Quiddich Team and most
of all to her closest and dearest friends, there were so many of
you! I can't tell you how much she loved all of you and what
a profound impact you made on her. From the bottom of my
heart, I am eternally grateful.
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68. Spend a day at the museum exploring the past, present and future. Toledo Museum of Art
opens a new exhibit Wednesday called "Blowing Glass State University: 46 Years of Glass Arts," it
will remain open until Sunday, June 17.

From: Mitzi Mankin (Hilary's mother):

MiCHELMI
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The days are getting longer, which means you can pack the days with more summer fun.
Try these ideas to make your summer feel like summer.

"After all, to the well-organized mind, death is
but the next great adventure" Albas Dumbledorc

SPORTS
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MEMBER OF the B6 track and field team (center) sprints ahead of the competition at a meet this past spring. The coaches have recently recruited new players in the areas of sprinters, cross country distance runners and throwers

The women's track and field team recruits new members, discusses prospects' strengths, weaknesses for the upcoming season
ByMkMaWywdd
Spore Edtor

The women's track and field team is
now 20 incoming athletes richer as it
finishes up its recruiting cycle.
Head coach Lou Snelling said they
start recruiting at the beginning of
February and go as late as lune.
"It's not a one day deal" Snelling
said. "With some girls it's an involved
process — some girls sign quick,
which was our first 11 and then some

take a little more time, which were our
second group of nine."
Snelling is excited about the new
class and things they will bring to the
team, one being depth to the roster.
"V* have 43 girls on our roster now and
that is critical for our sport with the number ofevents andseasons—crosscountry,
indoor and outdoor Selling said
The nine most recent signees were
comprised of sprinters, cross country
distance runners and throwers.
The ability and talent they bring are

Roos names Fleming
assistant coach
Jesse Fleming
Women's
Basketball
Assistant Coach

ByMktwkWywcki
Sports Editor

A new head coach means a new staff.
Women's basketball Head Coach
Jennifer Roos announced the addition of Assistant Coach Jesse Fleming
to the program Thursday.
"With his on-the-court style and
off-the-court personality, Jesse will be
an asset, truly complementing our
system at Bowling Green," Roos said.
"I look forward to having Jesse be an
active member in the community, as
he makes Bowling Green his home."
Fleming's duties as assistant coach
for the Falcons will begin immediately.
Fleming said he is humbled and
thrilled to become a member of
the community and part of Roos'
program.
"I've admired the Bowling Green
system for many years," he said. "I
can't wait to be involved in a community that holds women's basketball in
such a high regard. I plan to work my
hardest to maintain the excellent standards of Bowling Green basketball"
Fleming joined the Falcon family after spending this past season

going to compliment their program,
Snelling said.
"Some girls will be immediate impact and others will be more
developmental over the next couple of
years," Snelling said.
Kera Lamotte, a new sprinter for the
Falcons, earned All-Ohio honors her
junior and senior year and she brings a
winning tradition according to James
Williams, Assistant Track and Held Coach
ii ii Sp mis 1 (i 1 ivs, I hirdles/Jumps.
"We are very happy to have Kera

have an immediate impact for us in
that event"
For incoming and returning athletes
they are working and training from
events coaches and getting a lot of the
base work under their belts for next year.
"We are really excited about our
recruiting class considering the late
start we got but we are also excited about our next on," Snelling said.
"We won't hear from them until next
February but we are five steps ahead
of the game at this point."

Sports coverage not just a man's job
Sports Editor discusses the negative stereotypes of women in sports, in the
newsroom and on the field, and how she plans to overcome the misconceptions

at Stony Brook University. At Stony
Brook he performed a variety of
duties, which included recruiting
operations and the liason for academics. He assisted in multiple areas
involving game scheduling, individual player development, game scouting
and working with the budget.
"Jesse has an impeccable reputation among his coaching peers as a
relentless recruiter and a fantastic
teacher of the game," Roos said.
Prior to Stony Brook, he spent six
years at St Bonavenrure University and
helped build its program. Roos saiii
During his stint with the Bonnies,
Fleming assisted them to 20 wins in
each of his last three seasons with
the program. In the last three seasons, St Bonavenrure saw action in
the Wi mien's National Invitational
Tournament because of it making their
first post season appearance in 2009.
In his final season with the
Bonnies, 2010-11, he was named
associate head coach.
Fleming also graduated from
St. Bonavenrure in 2005 with a
Bachelor in Journalism and Mass
Communication.
"His experiences of helping build
the St. Bonavenrure program into
a NCAA Sweet 16 participant and
beginning to the lay the foundation
for the program at Stony Brook have
more than prepared him for this
opportunity at BGSU," Roos said.

I have never heard the expression
"But, you're a girl" more times
in my life than when I am asked
about my chosen career path.
When I respond to questions
like "what do you want to be" or
"what are you going to school
for" with sports journalism, the
majority of the time people are
shocked that I would be interested in such a thing — because
I am a girl.
Society forces this opinion on
people that sports are meant to
be watched and participated in
by men, the greater population
buys into that and sports and
sports journalism continue to
be male dominated. But I don't
think people should be so quick
to dismiss me.
I love to prove people wrong.
I thrive on people's constant
sexism and immaturity so that
when people tell me I can't, I use
their negative attitude to fuel my
determination to show them I
can, and more importantly, that I
can do it better than them.
According to Media Report to

SWIMMING

FOOTBALL

Beatty makes All-American
Jen Beatty is the first BGSU swimmer
to: earn Academic All-America honors
in six years, since Jessica Guinness was
named to the second team in 2005-06.

Releases home start times
BG Athletics released the start times
for al home games on the University's
athletics website. The Falcons will open
their season Sept 1 at Florida

I

bring her sprinting ability to BGSU
and look forward to the contributions
she will make," Williams said.
Matt Conry, assistant track and field
coach for throws, said he was excited
for new recruit Kayla Velasquez to join
the throws group.
" Kayla] will be able to come in and
add depth for us right away," Conry
said. "Kayla will also add to a strong
class of discus throwers — we now
have three girls coming in that will be
training together in discus and will

Women, women who cover sports
only account for 6 percent of
sports editors, 10 percent of assistant sports editors and 9 percent
of sports reporters.
I'm not sure if you caught the
title next to my picture when you
started reading this, but it indeed
says Sports Editor — I am already
part of the growing percentage of
women in sports and I am going
to continue to climb past the
glass ceiling.
I have always dreamed of covering the Detroit Tigers and I am
starting to make the necessary
contacts to make that happen.
My current internship covering
the Toledo Mud Hens is setting a
professional foundation to make
this dream become a reality.
I'm not the type of girl who
gives up when someone tells her
no or when the odds are not in her
favor. People constantly set preconceived limitations for me and
question my abilities as a sports
writer because I am not part of
the "chosen breed."
And while people really might
think I am not capable, I feel that
most of my doubters don't really
doubt me, but they are intimidated that I am actually a girl who is
talented enough and determined
enough to break the stereotype of
women in sports careers.

"I'm not the type
of girl who gives up
when someone tells
her no..."
Michele Wysocki | Sports Editor

There are plenty of guys who
don't enjoy sports, but they don't
get nearly the kind of reaction
that the growing population of
women who do get.
Yes, I am a girl and yes, I like to
watch and write about sports —
but the fact that I have to break
through societal boundaries
every time I introduce myself as
a female sports reporter should
prove all the more that I am capable and more than willing to succeed, and that's really all that
should matter when you want to
pursue a career — whatever it
may be.
I know I am ambitious and 1
have big dreams, but the thing
that people don't realize is that I
will do anything to make those
dreams come true.
If I have to restructure society and prove myself every day
I wake up, so be it. It just shows
that I worked that much harder
and earned every bit of what's
given to me in life.
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ONE OF the entrances at Fort Meigs leads to trails, where visitors can take a tour.

EMILY
SHELBY SWEINHAMN I IHEBGHEWS

BOBBY
From Page 4

forecast and plan (o take an
umbrella with you.
Even if the rain is unexpected and you end up getting drenched, it's not the
worst thing.
You may be a bit uncomfortable initially (and might
smell a bit musty), but I've
found that focusing on the
task at hand makes me forget about it.
If you're giving a presentation, for example, you might
think your wet appearance
makes you look comical.
I'm willing to bet that
no one would even bat an
eye, because almost everyone has been through that
before and can sympathize.
I wouldn't even be thinking
about it.
I'd be focusing on what
you do next and what you
prepared for the audience
instead of something trivial
and out of your control.
A lot of negative thinking
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VILLAGE

in its curriculum.
I went to Union Elementary
inMaumeeasa child, which
is just four miles east of The
Battle of Fallen Timbers,
two miles west of Fort
Miamis and within walking distance of other key
historical sites that opened
up the Northwest Territory
to settlers.
From the second story
windows of the school, you
could see Fort Meigs just
across the river.
And yet, I didn't learn
about the rich history of
the area in school.
Thankfully, I would learn
about it from my parents,
who saw the sites as great
educational resources.
Not having an appreciation for the local history
has led to a disconnect in
our citizens.
This
is
dangerous
because the sites depend
on visitors, donations,
volunteers and respect to
survive.
I urge you, next time
you're in the area, take a
walking tour of the fort.
See with your own eyes
the blockade houses, cannons and grave sites.

Extra storage,
Pets welcome

Shon-teim leases
available.
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history that Fort
Meigs offers."
Feel the unique connection to history that Fort
Meigs offers.
If you aren't awed by
your visit to Fort Meigs, at
least you'll agree that Ohio
was and is more important
than one would think.
Fort Meigs is open
April through October.
The Museum and Visitor
Center is open all year.
Admission is $8 for adults
and $4 for students with
valid ID. Kids ages 5 and
under are admitted for free.

Respond to Emily at
thenews@bgnews.com
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HEARD?

» Minutes from BGSU „
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"Feel the unique
connection to

APARTMENTS
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Near BGSU,
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#

tends to come from trivial
concerns, like mild inconveniences that can be easily
fixed, as well as concerns
over what people think
about each other.
Like the rain example,
it's best to find the positives in these situations
because it can help us keep
things in perspective (and
be more pleasant people
overall).
By keeping things in
perspective and maintaining a cool head,
it places us in a better
position to deal with
the real challenges that
life throws at us without
being overwhelmed with
negative thoughts.
As far as real challenges
go, not all of those (or even
most of them) are negative
experiences.
All of them, however, provide us with opportunities
to grow as people.

»l +2 BR
Apartments Available »

No Application Ice

♦I

From Page 4

Take in the beautiful view of the river and
imagine who and what it
has seen.
Go to the on-site museum and look at the artifacts that were dug up by
archaeologists before the
fort was renovated in the
2000s, who unearthed
horse skeletons, exploded
shells and soldiers' personal belongings.

Located at:

could appear in Forum!

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

nint rntriciions apply

Check out our submission policy for more information.

419-262-2514
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From Page 4

written, but that didn't stop
me.
In sixth grade, I began
writing a fantasy story
where all the mythological creatures in Greece
began warring against the
humans.
It took me two years to
write roughly 135 pages in
a wide-ruled, five subject
notebook, for a story I had
no clue where I was going
with as I wrote it.
I never finished that
story, partly because it's
horrible, but it was a good
step toward commitment.
Ray Bradbury's death
made me realize I need to
get my rear end in gear if I
want to be a novelist.
Currently, I have a folder on my laptop titled,
"Writings, Scripts and
Ideas" that contains a
bunch of plot outlines and
started stories, but I've
never finished any.
However, judging by
the conversations I've had
with a few other writers,
I'm not the only one with
unfinished stories.
I don't know what holds
me back as a writer, whether it's lack of motivation,
writer's block or figuring
out how to fill plot holes,
but as many writers have
said, "if you want to be a

*
•*
D

"I'd love to
publish a short
story before
I graduate, and
i feel I have a
decent story in the
making..."
apply this to whatever you
want to do. Just do it.
Don't let anything hold
you back.
Right now, this column is
holding me back from writing another story for the
paper so I'm done here.
Read something else now.

Respond to Alex at
thenews@bgnews.com
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writer, just write."
I'll have to learn to push
through, and not make
excuses for not writing, one
day and just do it.
Nothing is holding me
back but myself.
I'd love to publish a
short story before I graduate and I feel 1 have a
decent story in the making, I just need to ... well,
write the darn thing.
Ray Bradbury said. "You
must write every single day
of your life." Well I suggest
we start doing that.
To non-writers, you can
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Campus ghosts could
haunt SyFy channel

WWW.8GNEWS.COM

A COVER SO'SUBLIME'

Students with paranormal experiences have opportunity to share stories
By Tori S immom
RtpofWf

Students who have experienced an unexplainable
event, a creeping chill or a
sighting of supernatural figure are needed by the SyFy
channel.
On June 20, the SyFy
channel will debut the premiere of "School Spirits,"
a show about paranormal
activity at universities and
schools nationwide. The
show will give students
the chance to explain and
relive paranormal experiences they experienced
while in school.
"Near the beginning of
each show you'll see the
tag line 'Every campus has
Its secrets,'" said Robyn
Lattaker-Iohnson,
vice
president of SyFy unscripted programming, "The
Show is designed to feature
teal stories of students from
all types of schools."
The first six episodes of
the show will feature college
and universities, but the
other episodes will feature
paranormal stories from
high schools as well. The
stories will illustrate multiple eye-witnessed events
or a series of unexplained
events that have happened
over time.
"We wanted to hear stories
straight from the witnesses themselves," LattakerJohnson said. "It makes
what is seemingly unbelievable come to life and become
convincingly real."
The SyFy channel has
been looking into paranormal activity at universities
because of the misconceptions people have about the
college experience.
"When you think about
college, it should be the
time of your life," LattakerIohnson said, "But what
happens when it all goes
haywire?"
Although the SyFy chan-

nel has collected stories
from students nationwide,
students have reported
paranormal activity at the
University.
The University has a reputation for being the home
to a few ghosts on campus,
one of them being Joey, who
resides in Kohl Hall.
"Joey, he just liked to
mess around with you,"
said Molly Sandmann, a

"It makes what
is seemingly
unbelievable come
to life and become
convincingly real."
Robyn Lartaker-Johnson | VP

junior dietetics major who
lived in Kohl Hall her freshman year. "He never meant
any harm."
Joey was a cook's son in
Kohl and one day he was
killed in a kitchen fire in
the dorm, she said. He now
haunts the girls' dorms
in Kohl and he is notorious for resetting alarm
clocks and hiding keys,
Sandmann said.
"He would take my
key and put it in my sock
drawer," Sandmann said.
"Sometimes my things
would be misplaced or in
a different spot then where
I had put them because
of Joey."
The ghost of Joey is known
to still haunt Kohl, but some
of the residents enjoy having him as a part of their
living experience.
"I loved living in Kohl, even
with Joey it was a cool experience," Sandmann said.
Other
paranormal
sightings reported at the
University have come from
University Hall. University
Hall hosts two ghosts — a
janitor ghost and Alice.
The legend behind the

janitor ghost is he escorted
women out of the theaters
in University Hall, but one
woman he tried to escort
died on her way home,
said Sarah Knoke, a recent
graduate. The janitor now
haunts University Hall and
tries to ward off men who
are in the theater.
A well-known ghost who
haunts the Eva Marie Saint
Theater in University Hall
is Alice. Alice was a performer at the University,
but unexpectedly died in a
car accident, Knoke said.
Before each performance
from the theater department at the University, the
stage manager of the production must invite Alice
to the performance or else
things will go haywire,
she said.
"She was more active
towards the end of the first
semester during the move
to the Wolfe Center," Knoke
said. "Lockers would suddenly open up, props were
randomly falling, and some
of the actors saw her walking up and down the aisle
during performances."
Alice makes her presence
known to those in the theater department, but most
follow supersttition and
don't talk about her while in
the theater.
"If we are in University
Hall, we don't say her
name or speak about her,"
Knoke said. "She definitely gets enjoyment out of
messing around with the
production."

Do you think parts of the
University are haunted?
Tweet the places you
think are haunted at the
University to @The_BG_
News or submit a story
to the SyFy channel for
"School Spirits" at schoolspirrtscasting@grnaiLcom.
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PAT DOWNES. the lead singer of Badfish. a tribute band to Sublime, belts out Sublime Lyrics at Cla-Zel June 7. For more
photos of the concert check out an album online at BGNews.com.

MANKIN
From Page 1
'suck it up,' get over it and
deal with it" said senior Ryan
Albrecht, who was a fellow
Kreischer RA and theater
major with Hilary. "You can't
let bad experiences get you
down; you have to move on
and things will be alright."
Albrecht said Hilary's helpful tough love attitude pushed
him to improve himself in
acting and getting homework done in a class they had
together.
■• ■ •"
Mitzi said she had given
Hilary that advice at a
young age.
"It was me and her against
the world, and I didn't sugarcoat things," she said. "The
best advice was to suck it up
and take it like a man."
Hilary had taken her mother's advice and spread it to
other people.
At the funeral, Mitzi said
the mother of a high school
friend came to thank her for
Hilary giving her daughter the
strength and courage to come
out of her shell.
"Hilary just liked to give
advice and help people,"
Mitzi said.
On stage, Hilary was just as
helpful

"She was very easy to work
with," said senior Michelle
Morris, a theater major who
had known Hilary since high
school. "She was very talented
and had a very good range;
she knew how to get into a
character."
Hilary's mother also
recalled her daughter's talent.
"She was such a ham,"
Mitzi said. "She really put you
in the story and made you
believe it"
Albrecht
remembers
Hilary's comedic acting skills.
"It was always fun acting
with her," Albrecht said. "She
was very talented and good at
comedy; she really knew how
to deliver a punch line."
Hilary's humor is remembered beyond acting, specifically her sarcasm.
Clayton Stewart a recent
graduate, met Hilary through
RA training, where they
worked together in Kreischer.
"She was a genuine person
and I loved her humor," he said
Hilary was an RA in
Kreischer Compton residence
hall.
"To be a sarcastic individual and not offend people, you
have to be really good with
words and she was just that it
was her way of communicating," Stewart said.
She was very committed

to her job and always found
something new to do and
made it comical, he said.
On top of acting and being
an RA Hilary was also a 4.0
student and had time for a
social life, Morris said.
"Hilary was a go-getter and
she did what she wanted,"
Morris said.
Hilary was also on the
Quidditch team her freshman year, but had to stop
in order to be an RA, but
that didn't stop her from
recruiting, Mitzi said.
"She was one of the biggest
Harry Potter tans I knew," said
senior Alexis Moody, former
captain and founder of the BG
Quidditch team.
Even though she didn't
have time for Quidditch,
Moody said Hilary promoted the team to her residents,
which got a few people to
attend practice.
"It just shows how passionate she was about the sport,"
Moody said.
Hilary's passion, warm personality and unique character
has influenced the people she
knew in a big way, even influencing Stewart to get a scholarship started in her name.
The scholarship will be for

people who are like Hilary
and resemble her spirit and
character, Stewart said.
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MOLIY MCFADOIN I IHiBCNEWS
BEAU HAM ANN started playing the guitar when he was 15 because he was grounded by his parents and it was one of the few things he was allowed to do Playing the guitar started out as a hobby for him but he hopes one day he can make a career out
of it Beau is a regular at Grumpy Oaves where people may be able to see him playing in the Hump Day Revue. Hump Day Revue is a showcase of local talent that occurs every Wednesday at 9 p.m.

STUDY
From Page 1
About 91 percent of the
entire sample group reported updating their Facebook
or I win.'i accounts at least
once a month.
" I'm never on | Facebookl,
if I had a smartphone,
I'd probably be on more
because it's more convenient,"
aaid junior
Monica Knoll, business
management major.
Knoll said she guesses
she spends a total of an
hour a week on Facebook
and Twitter combined and
updates her Twitter on a
weekly basis.
Nearly half of the sample
group have smartphones
and these students update
their sites more frequently;
32.5 percent of students
with smartphones update
their sites several times a
week, 24.3 percent update
every few hours and 4.6
percent update several
times an hour, according
to the study.
"I don't update Facebook
at all, I don't even remember the last time I touched
it really," said senior Nick
Bandiera, a communications major and smartphone owner. "In terms of
Twitter though I probably
tweet two to three times
a day."
The study also examines how students use their
smartphones. The sample

;-.

students ranked applications in order of popularity
with gaming applications
as most popular. A close
second were social media
sites followed by news, TV,
magazine and radio applications, according to the
study.
Bandiera's
favorite
smart phone applications
include a Family Feud
game, Twitter and ESPN.
arfgl mostly, use it (smartphone) to keep up with
news, I follow a lot of sports
teams and reporters," said
fellow smartphone owner,
senior Alex Novack, a communications major.
The study results indicate smartphones are
changing communication.
Smartphones have transformed telephones from
simply a form of communication. Smartphones allow
users to easily access to
their SNS and are transforming their phone into
a way to connect from
anywhere, Ha said.
Ha said smartphones
"allow people to be producers of content," and
the more friends a student
has, the larger their audience is, making them feel
more motivated to selfbroadcast.
"As a scholar, I want to
look at how this content
is being used and how it
affects our lives," Ha said.
Ha said she believes
there are both positives
and negatives behind

smartphones and social
media use.
Some students don't
make smart time-management decisions when it
comes to using their smartphones; game applications
are most used which was a
worry for Ha.
"Games can kill time,
but it can be addictive, the
more you play the better
you get," she said.
While Knoll said .she
would like a smartphone
eventually, she does think
the increased use of smartphones has caused our
society to become less
professional overall; it's
acceptable to simply text
rather than call someone.
"You should be smart to
use to your smart phone,"
Ha said.
She thinks smart phones
can be very helpful if people are able to differentiate and maintain a balance between face-to-face
real encounters and social
media.
"A lot of people are using
Facebook as a marketing tool and I think that's
really helpful especially for local businesses,"
Knoll said.
Students, 18 to 25, are
more exposed to social
media marketing and Ha
said she wants students to
be aware that some social
media is commercialized.
People can be paid to post
about a topic in order to

"I'm never on
[Facebook], if
I had a smart
phone I'd
probably be on
more because
it's more
convenient."
Monica Knoll | Junior
create a buzz and positive
publicity, Ha said.
Ha and Novack said
they both agree that smart
phones are convenient
because it's like having a
portable "mini computer" at all times. Ha also
said she thinks more people will begin to see the
benefits and essentiality of multimedia and with
smartphone prices always
dropping, eventually more
people will be smartphone
owners.
This study was part of a
much larger study. The
Northwest Ohio Media Use
Study Project Publications,
and was funded by the
Toledo Blade and BGSU
Research Enhancement
Capacity Grant. A few
other individuals who
helped with this study
include Ling Fang. Xiao Hu.
Kisung Yoon, Gi Woong
Yun, David Morin. Mark
Fh/nn, Sung-Yeon Park and
Kristy Shi.
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MUSIC
From Page 9
"Attend of a friend opened
up a small recording business of his own. I asked him to
record me and he said yeah,"
Hamann said. "But I have to
record song by song now. I
can't afford to do it all at once."
Hamann performs in many
arenas, from house concerts to
bars. In April, he was named
Feature Musician of the
Month at Grumpy Dave's Pub
on South Main Street
Tim Concannon, who
runs the Hump Day Revue at
Grumpy Dave's Pub, a weekly
variety show featuring local
talent, said Hamann was
deserving of the title.
"Beau's a really creative guy,"
Concannon said. "He uses a
variety of chord progressions,

PARKING
From Page 1
location a Crim Street in 2010,
selling the building to the
University.
But the United Christian
Fellowship building is not the
only building near campus
that has been demolished this
summer.
The University bought four
properties on Wooster Street

interesting rhythms and melodies as well. He also has a really
nice texture to his voice.''
Hamann gets so much support and positive energy from
the audience, Concannon
said, that any time he sees
Hamann in the bar, hell ask
him to play.
"He's usually gracious
enough to play a few songs,"
Concannon said. "He's really a
pleasure to work with."
Childhood friend Logan
Ford said he believes Hamann's
dedication and musical training is what sets him apart from
other musicians.
"His jazz training helped his
music to not be the standard
cookie-cutter stuff you hear
all the time," Ford said. "His
music is acoustic folk with jazz
and pop influences. He also
has a great understanding of
literary elements, so his lyrics

are clever and intelligent."
Ford attributes Hamann's
skill as an artist to his perfectionism Every artist is his own
critic, Ford said, and nobody
picks apart his own work like
Beau does.
"He's had a guitar melody he's
played with for six years now
that's gone through four diffaent versions," Ford said "He just
now perfected that one."
Hamann is currently
focused on getting more gigs
and is looking forward to
seeing the completion of his
professional album.
"I just want my music to be out
there already" Hamann said
Samples of Hamann's music
and upcoming performance
dates can be found at facebook.com/BeauHamman.
Grumpy Dave's Pub hosts
its Hump Day Revue every
Wednesday night at 9 p.m.

that have also been torn down,
Krakoffsaid
All five properties were
bought between 2002 and 2010
for a total of $1,172,900 according to an email from Krakoff.
The properties bought on
Wooster were a house and
small apartment building
next to the Popular Culture
building a house across from
Campus Quarters and a house
next to the Wooster Street
Center, he said.

The buildings were in disrepair and they will be left
as grass lots for now aside,
Krakoffsaid.
Thompson said he understands the University's decision
in demolishing the properties.
"I know they want to make
the south and west side of
campus look as nice as possible," Thompson said, "I
don't see how they could use
the buildings for any other
purposes."
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1 Preps tor the chef, say
2 Soprano Fleming
3 Go for
4 Celeb wedding feature, often
5 U.S. Army unit
6 Minimal step
7 Phonetic alphabet ender
8 9-Oownsolo
9 02 guitarist
10 Dock pest
111sland in the Aegean
12 Prompt
35 Biography subtitle
13 EMS destinations
39 Sailor's port
21 "_ and away!"
41 Laugh syllable
22 Smoke, slaigily
44
Fed, In a way
25 Weird
i>
46 Bistro window posting
26 Fished with pots
49 Clean Air Act org.
27 Bergen dummy
50 Alarmed to the max
29 'Neatol'
53 Puffy dos
30 Wrings one's
54 Workshop tool
hands, say
U
55"_ Dragon": 1977
31 "Let me try that
Disney film
again..."
H
32 Three-nation pact of 57 Hair affair
58 Scl-fl race
the'90s
59 Wrongs
33 Estranged
60 Run the show
34 "Don't Know Why61 Make the most of
singer Jones
62 One in an order
47 Advance teaching deg
63 Down-under 10-point
48 Reptiles won at fundraisers?
game tile
51 Where to take it from?
52 Civil rights org,
56 Cubicle reorganization?
61 Expand, as a compressed file
64 Melange
ANSWERS
65 Logic lesson verb
66 Soft leather
67 Plasma bits
68 Variable quantity
69 Didn't go on
70 Punching tool... or, read
differently, a hint to 20-, 28-, 48and 56-Across
71 Sugar and spice amts.
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Losing casino roll
Motorola's Droid phone
Smart way to think?
Probate determination
Case for tiny scissors
Time to strike
"Guess the |oke'a _"
Rory Mcllroy's game
Lightens
Legume polisher?
Play matchmaker for
'Mad Men' revenue
Singer Al after a log?
Prefix with gram
City known for Its cheese
Country rocker Steve
Matter of opinion
Powerfully built
Level
First sign, astrologically
She played Addle in
•Paper Moon"
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Personals

1 & 2BR apts, close to campus,
avail June, ideal for grad student.
Call Gary at 419-352-5414.

Furn. rooms, freedom of house,
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, $275/mo
w/$100dep. Call 419-354-6117.

Now 8 May -leases avail 12 mos.
130 E Washington-1 br w/ study
$600 tulil. avail NOWI
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.

Seeking Israeli student to tutor
BG resident for 2/3 hrs perweek.
Call 419-601-2442.

1. 28 3 BRaptson Manvlle
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239.

Highland Management
June, July, Aug leases avail 12mo
220 Napoleon-1br-$395-$375+el.
815/803 8th -2br-$475-$495+utils.
130 Liberty -1 br -$450 -tgas elec.
130 E. Washington-1bf&1 w/study
S525-S600 * utilities.
418A S. Summit -2br- $720 +utils.
Call 419-354-6036 for more info.

Do you want
to see
blogs, archives,

Class.fieaAds
419-372-6977

The BG News will no! knowingly accept
advertisements thit discriminate, or
encourage discrimination against any
Individual or group on the basis of race,
sex. color, creed, religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status
as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status.

For Rent
"houses 8 apts almost full 12-13,
321/315 E Merry, 6BR, 4ok or 3.
1BR $470/mo -rms low as 220/mo
EH 146 S College, $300/mo, W/D.
Also avail summer only lease
cartyrentals.com / 419-353-0325

1 BR apts, near campus,
Avail Fall 2012, $475/mo, utils incl
Call 419-352-5882.
2BR apts, W/D, close to
campus & downtown, very nice!
Available In August, $610/mo.
121 E. Court St, 419-352-0300
Basement apt, Near campus,
$350/mo. utilities included.
Call 419-352-5882

Houses 8 Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-2, M-F
www.BQApartrnents.com

Shamrock Studios
Summer, semester 8 yearly
leases, starting at $425, includes:
all util, cable, fully furnished, WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
avail August 2012, pet friendly,
Lease req, Excellent Condition!
131 N Church St - $750/mo.
3BRapt, avail Aug 2012,
443 N. Enterprise.
For more info call 419-308-2458.

For Sale

)olls and

Sellling 91" long couch - $25.00
and student desk w/ hutch-$20.00
E-mail ukcaroOyanoo com

more stories!1
check us out online:
www.bgnews.com

Services Offered

Bartending, up to $300/day
No exp. needed, training avail,

call 800-965-6520x174
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TAKE A TOUR ON JUNE 15 &
ENTER TO WIN A KINDLE FIRE
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